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Read This Top Selling Sports Vision Book!
A Sports Vision Book for Improved Eyesight and Performance
Are you looking to improve your eyesight and athletic performance? Then See To Play is the book for you! Elite athletes see better than other athletes when competing. You can improve your vision to keep up with the top professionals. Our book teaches you how to measure your visual skills and compare them to the best athletes in your sport. And even better, we teach you how to eat, exercise and strengthen your visual system to reach your peak athletic performance.


Buy on amazonBuy on Mybookorders.com
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In the competitive world, conditioning is everything.  Athletes who can get an edge have a better chance of moving up the ladder to more and more elite levels of play. But one aspect of conditioning that is often overlooked is vision.

Ignored or undetected problems in the visual system have stopped many athletes’ progress before making it to the professional—or even college—levels and has even ended otherwise promising professional athletic careers. Vision can be conditioned just like any other physical attribute, and the earlier this conditioning starts, the better.

In See to Play, eminent optometrist Michael Peters, who works with many professional athletes and sports teams, addresses every aspect of this vital component of elite athletics. Included are in-depth discussions of all facets of vision accompanied by myriad exercises to help athletes hone and condition peripheral vision, acuity, speed of focus, eye-hand-body coordination, and more.  His techniques help the older veteran athlete play young and the weekend warrior gain the edge!

Constructed for athletes of all ages, this essential book will truly enhance your or your child athlete’s ability to see to play!




Testimonials

		
			
				
					The NBA knows.....

See to Play is a wonderful resource for athletic trainers.  The book provides insight on understanding the purpose of vision to enhance athletic performance, offers guidance with return to play decisions following head and eye injuries, and stresses the importance of eye protection
Joe Sharpe
Director of Healthcare & Sports Performance Charlotte Hornets, former team trainer OK City Thunder and USA Olympic Basketball Team



				

			


					

		
		
			
				
					The NFL knows......

Vision is critical in any sport, and football is no exception. Athletes should commit to taking care of their eyes the same way they commit to taking care of their bodies. Dr. Peters keeps athletes vision strong so they can maintain a high level of performance throughout their athletic careers
  Torry Holt
  NFL St Louis Rams Super Bowl Champion, NFL Pro Bowl



				

			


					

		
		
			
				
					Major League Baseball knows........

I’ve known Dr. Peters since my days in AAA baseball almost fifteen years ago and he understands how hard it is for athletes to make the jump to the Majors.  See To Play helps trainers and athletes understand the important role that vision plays in making athletes their best.
Paul Harker, A.T.,C
  MLB Medical Director, Tampa Bay Rays



				

			


					

		

The Sports Gene, by David Eptsein, learned about it here:

Not all eyes are created equal.  Elite athletes have better, superhuman vision
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Buy The Book. Implement The System.  Reach Your Genetic Potential. e-book versions available
Order Now

Every athlete knows that in the competitive world of sports, every improvement creates a life-changing impact. The athlete who trains more efficiently, runs faster, and eats healthier will perform better. You need to do your best if you want to climb the sports ladder to more exclusive competitions. That’s why vision is a vital yet overlooked factor for athletes. See To Play discusses the importance of great vision in sports and performance.

With our scientific-proven background, we break down everything athletes need to know to develop top-notch vision and enhance their performance. Undetected sight problems have stopped countless athletes from achieving numerous awards and recognitions. We can help you work on your sight. At See to Play, eminent optometrist Michael Peters addresses every aspect of vision. You’ll learn how to train it and assess it like a pro. 



Train Your Brain by Training Your Eyes
(Push Play to Watch Here)



Follow Us on facebook



Please buy our book, and you’ll learn techniques, practices, and recommendations to improve different aspects of your sight. It’s time to work on your visual acuity, eye focus, peripheral vision, and more. 

We encourage you to send us your inquiries and concerns. Our team will gladly answer your messages as quickly as possible.


BUY NOW on amazon

Click here: 
Men's Health reports why 2 out of 5 athletes won't make it to the NFL

Do you want to know more about our worldwide-famous book?

We invite you to browse our website and learn more about See to Play
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See To Play is a registered trademark of Michael Peters, O.D.  All rights are reserved.
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